
TIPS FOR CATALOGING Travel Guides 

In the BIBLIOGRAPHC record 

1. MARC Leader Bib level should be set to “s” 

 

 

2. NO 003 Field 

 

3. 008 Field will have 2 dates 

 

 

4. Will have 022 ISSN rather than 020 ISBN 

 

5. Use 037 for publisher info 

 

 

6. NO 100 Authors Field 



 

7. 245 Field will not be specific to year 

 

8. 264 publication field will not be specific to year but will have date with dash to indicate continuing resource 

 

 

9. 300 field, pages are taken out and word volumes takes its place 

 

 

In the ITEM record 

PLEASE use the volume field on your own record for the year of publication you have. Do not make a new record for a Lonely Planet that has the 

same destination. You can also put the year in the call # if that is your library policy. 

 

 

Good example bibs: 

b38441147 Lonely Planet Netherlands 

b18092780 Fodor’s Bahama’s 



Some FAQs 

1. Where do I find the ISSN if it isn’t listed in the publication info of the book? 

If you've checked WorldCat and SkyRiver, the publisher website, Amazon, LoC catalog, etc. and can't find it I would just leave it out.  You could 

always put the ISBN in a NOTE 500 __ __ field if that's all the info you have - just for reference for that edition. 

 

2. Where do I find the start date of a series if it isn’t listed in the publication info of the book? 

If you've checked the usual places and it can't be found then use the date of the edition you have - also use your edition's date in the field 588__ 

__ Latest edition consulted: 20xx. 

 

3. Authors (editors, photographers, etc.): When do you include them in the bib record?  

It is not recommended to enter them in 700 fields because with each edition they change - that's also why we don't put a (100) field. 

 

4. Does the existence of an edition statement [beyond “1st ed.”] mean that the item should be cataloged as a serial? 

Yes, catalog it as a "continuing resource currently published" in the 008 field (Pub Stat).  If you have a travel book in hand that looks like it could 

be intended as a "one off" and it won't be continuously published in subsequent years then just catalog as normal.  IF further editions come out 

your record can always be fixed up later to be a continuing resource. 


